THE FULL TEXT OF THE
SCHUELKE REPORT ON
DOJ MISCONDUCT
Earlier this morning, we posted A Primer On Why
Schuelke Report Of DOJ Misconduct Is Important
that laid out all the legal and procedural
background underlying the Schuelke Report into
prosecutorial misconduct in the Ted Stevens
criminal case.
The full 500 page report has now been released,
and is titled:
Report to Hon. Emmet G. Sullivan of
Investigation Conducted Pursuant to the Court’s
Order, dated April 7, 2009
I wanted to get the post framework and document
link up so everybody could read along and digest
the report together. Consider this a working
thread to put thoughts, key quotes – whatever –
into as we chew on the report. Then after having
been through it, Marcy and I will; later do
smaller stories on specific angles raised.
We know the irreducible minimum found:
The investigation and prosecution of
U.S. Senator Ted Stevens were permeated
by the systematic concealment of
significant exculpatory evidence which
would have independently corroborated
Senator Stevens’s defense and his
testimony, and seriously damaged the
testimony and credibility of the
government’s key witness

You would think the involved attorneys would be
ducking and apologizing for their ethical lapses
that terminated the career of the powerful
chairman of the Appropriations Committee on the
US Senate. You would, of course, be wrong.
The mouthpiece for Brenda Morris, Chuck
Rosenburg, is already clucking:

Brenda is a woman of tremendous
integrity and an exceptionally talented
prosecutor—she was fully honest with the
investigators and always hoped that one
day this report would be made public so
that the facts of her individual role
would be known.

Um, no, Ms. Morris does not smell like a rose
here Chuck. Edward Sullivan, one of the AUSAs
had this statement by his lawyer already this
morning:
Mr. Sullivan is a diligent attorney,
with strong character and integrity,
whose conduct comports with the
Department’s highest ethical standards.
Mr. Sullivan was rightfully exonerated
by Mr. Schuelke and the Department’s
Office of Professional Responsibility,
and his vindication is evidenced by the
fact that he continues to prosecute
cases in the Criminal Division’s Public
Integrity Section

Well, yeah, sure, you betcha Ed Sullivan. I
guess that is why as late as yesterday you were
personally in the DC Circuit Court of Appeals
trying to have the whole matter both stayed and
sealed and were arguing you would be harmed if
it wasn’t. Today, Edward Sullivan is suddenly a
spring flower of purity.
So, yes, all these spring flowers in bloom must
be operating off some pretty fertilizer, and the
manure is indeed rather deep. So, let us dive in
and see what we find. Put your thought, comments
and opinions in comment as we work. See you
there!

